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Abstract 

Unsignalized intersections are an integral part of traffic network. These are generally found in various traffic conditions. 

Unsignalized intersections are generally a cause for accidents at intersections especially in a country like India where the rules are 

not strictly followed. Capacity of the intersection is generally required to calculate and assure a smooth flow of traffic without any 

conflicts.  The site chosen for this project was Congress nagar T point. The capacity at the intersection was calculated using the 

software HCS 2000. After the estimation of the capacity at an uncontrolled intersection a signal was manually designed by using 

Webster method and the capacity at that controlled intersection was estimated manually. The results showed slight variations in 

terms of the capacity and LOS. The capacity at signalized intersections was found to be better than unsignalised intersection. The 

results illustrates that the capacity increased up to 23% at signalized intersection.   
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________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In developing countries the traffic usually consists of several types of vehicles. These vehicles may vary in dimensions and speed. 

These characteristics generally affect the flow and the capacity of traffic. The traffic flow can be easily maintained to be a smooth 

flow if the volume at an uncontrolled intersection is not very high. But if the volume at the intersection is high then it becomes 

very difficult to maintain and there is certainly a chance of congestion at such intersections. The estimation of capacity at an 

intersection is the most significant features. Capacity estimation at such intersections is generally more complex than at signalized 

intersections. This is because of the fact that the speed at an un-signalized intersection may vary. The speed of vehicles on the 

major road is usually greater than the estimated speed. The vehicles coming from the minor road may thus conflict with the vehicles 

coming from the major road as the signal is uncontrolled. Similarly, when the volume at such intersections is high then the waiting 

time increases. The speed at which the vehicles pass the intersection is also generally higher than the designed speed thus the gap 

acceptance at such places is also generally higher.  

There are numerous work done on this topic. Gowri Asaithambi et.al (2004)In this paper a new method known as the ACF ( 

additive conflict flow) was used to estimate the capacity at an uncontrolled intersection. Mathematical relationships were 

recognized to relate the occupation time of different categories of vehicles with the conflicting flow of vehicles for various 

movements at both the intersection. It was found that the occupation time increased with increasing conflict traffic. Satish Chandra 

et.al, (2004) offers technique for two path streets to decide limit under different activity circumstance and examine the influencing 

variables which impact and influence the roadway limit and give the alteration elements to each of the field condition and relies 

on upon this adjustment components limit of street was resolved in heterogeneous movement circumstance. Hemavathy M, et.al 

(2015). In this paper the capacity of an uncontrolled intersection was estimated using both, the HCM and a VISSIM. The study 

area chosen was bukkathurai in Chennai. Capacity using both the methods was compared and was found almost similar. At the 

intersection the traffic was likely to have conflict thus the cocept of J turn was suggested. The capacity increased by almost 14%. 

Chandra et.al, (2003) examined impact on the limit by methods for path width of streets in fluctuated movement conditions, take 

a shot at various streets is conveyed and study investigation express that PCU values for an alternate vehicle classes all of a sudden 

upsurge with width of path. Ji Holik et.al (2016) – This paper gives us a simulation model of the uncontrolled intersection which 

consisted of three or four arms (T intersection). The model was created using a software called witness. The results that were 

obtained theoretically were also compared with some of the results that were obtained by conducting a traffic survey at an 

uncontrolled intersection in Ostrava. 
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II. METHODOLOGY 

 Study Area 

 
Fig. 1: Study area congress nagar T point 

Nagpur located at precisely the center of the India, which is the 3rd largest city in Maharashtra after Mumbai and Pune, known as 

the Orange city. It is the winter capital of Maharashtra and 2nd greenest city in India. Following are the geographical details of 

Nagpur city. 

The selected site for the project was Congress nagar T point. This is situated in the heart of the city. This intersection is situated 

near the ajni railway station and is one of the busiest roads in Nagpur. A metro station was proposed on the intersection but it had 

to be moved near the railway station due to the width of the major road. 
Table - 1 

General details of Nagpur city 

Geographical Location 

Latitude:   21º09’23.58’’N 

Longitude:   79º05’16.9”E 

Altitude:   310.5m from MSL 

Geographical Area 986 sq. km (364sq.km urban area) 

Population 2405665  (2011 census) 

Road Network Radial and circumferential network 

 Data Collection  

Field traffic surveys were conducted using video surveillances for one weekday and one weekend. The survey was conducted in 

the morning hours as well as evening hours. morning hours selected were 7 am to 10 am and the evening hours were 4 pm to 7 pm. 

The peak hour from the video recordings was extracted and the capacity was estimated for the selected peak hour traffic. Other 

field surveys were carried out to estimate the road width, number of lanes etc.  

 
Fig. 2: Data collection distribution chart 
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 Capacity estimation at unsignalized intersection 

The capacity at the intersection was carried out for the peak hour 6pm to 7pm. The video recording was used to extract the volume 

at the intersection and the distribution of the vehicles to various lanes. The peak hour factor was calculated manually whereas the 

follow up time and critical gap was also estimated by the field surveys. The above data were needed for the software and other 

data such as base follow up time and the base critical gap were estimated from the Highway capacity manual.  All the values were 

converted into PCU. The following result was obtained from the software analysis 
Table - 2 

Results at unsignalized intersection 
 Northbound Westbound Southbound Total 

Capacity 647 672 281 1602 

V/C ratio 0.79 2.01 0.76  

LOS D F D  

 Design of signal at intersection 

The signal was designed using Webster method. The basic formula to design the signal was 

Co = 1.5 L + 5 ÷ 1 - 5 

The results obtained were used to design the signals for the three phases and were illustrated using a phase diagram. The basic 

purpose of designing signals was to compare the capacity of signalized and unsignalized intersections and thus further give 

recommendations for the intersections 
Table - 3 

Design details at congress nagar square 

 

 
Fig. 3: Signal design phase diagram 

 Capacity estimation at signalised intersection 

The capacity at the signalized intersection was carried out manually. The capacity was estimated using the following formula 

C = Si * Gi / Ci 

The following results were obtained using the formula 
Table - 4 

Results at signalized intersection 
 Northbound Southbound Westbound Total Capacity 

Capacity 836 462 788 2086 

V/C 0.93 0.96 2.37  

LOS D E F  

III. RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

The capacity estimation for the unsignalized and signalized intersections at congress nagar T point were estimated respectively 

and are compared in the charts below 
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Fig. 3: Lane capacity comparison 

 
Fig. 4: Intersection Capacity comparison 

IV. CONCLUSION 

Comparing the capacities of unsignalized and signalized intersections showed that the capacity of signalized intersections were 

slightly higher than un-signalized intersection. The conflict points and the safety were seen to be better at signalized intersection. 

A signal would be recommended at this intersection, as there is a chance for increase in traffic due to the construction of a metro 

station near the intersection. Another alternative to signals would be providing speed breakers at the intersection to prevent accident 

or conflicts at the intersection. The result indicates that the capacity increased up to 23%. 
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